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19 April 2017, Te Oranga.  
 
Present: Patau Tepania, Tui, Quaqua Te Paa, Haami Piripi and Abe Witana. 
 
Purpose of the meeting: 

 
1. Clarify the difference between Rohe Moana and the MACA (Marine Area 

Coastal Act), application that Haami just lodged through the lawyers.  

2. Plan for Hui-A-Hapu;  
a. what we need to do in preparation for the hui,  
b. who’s to do what, presentations  
c. who to invite? 

3. Will it be a Hui-A-Hapu or Hui-A-Iwi? 
 
Haami and Abe:  

Rohe Moana or Fisheries (Kaimoana Customary Fishing) Regulations 1998 is 
about replacing the Fisheries (Amateur Fishing) Regulations 27A, 1986. which 
was just meant to be a temporary measure.  

 
Hapu benefits means better management for Kaitiaki. 

1. Mahinga Mataitai and Taiapure are management tools available under 
Rohe Moana. 

2. Tangata Kaitiaki appointed by Marae. 

 
Haami believes that it will most likely be a court job. Many applications with 
cross claims. Runanga will not hang on to any rights, just lodge the application 
on behalf of nga hapū o Te Rarawa. 
 
Q: Why do other iwi / hapu object to other applications.  
A: Most of the times it’s about boundary disputes.  
 
Not many Rohe Moana in place in Tai Tokerau and the ones in place are small.  
MPI, Crown seems to encourage smaller claims, lodged by hapu rather than Iwi. 
Ideally Runanga do the application on behalf of all our marae / hapu.  
 

Mitimiti having a meeting on Monday, Haami attending and Abe will also try. 
 

Important that we as a team, are solid, clear, on the same page and in 
agreement. 
 
Whangape may object but only because they don’t understand the kaupapa fully, 
it’s up to us, the team to ensure everyone has a good understanding. 
 
Rohe Moana applications goes to MPI  
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of our Ahipara application, also our Tangata Kaitiaki. 
Suggestion that everyone who are on the Ahipara Komiti Takutaimoana.  
 
The Hui-A-Hapu/Iwi is important, that’s where we get the support and mandate 
to lodge the Rohe Moana application. 
It was good that we put the Rahui in place, that demonstrates Mana Moana.  
 
The focus should not be about the management, it should be about the legacy 
left by the tupuna. 

 
Hui-A-Hapu to be held at Roma Marae. 
 
To do: 

 Team to talk with Sonny Harrison, Robbie Lee, Rueben Porter, Ra Heke, 
Richard Murray, Pauline Waitî, Eru Harawira, Tame Kahiti Murray, John 
Paitai, Gordon, Susanne Duncan, and others informally? 

 

 Plan for hui; presentations from Runanga and AKT. 
 
No date set yet as we need to be sure we’re totally prepared. 
 
We’re to meet again in a couple of weeks. 
 
18.30 ka mutu 
 
 


